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Retired medical technologist with many years of experience seeking a part-time job 
where I can utilize my chemistry background performing high complexity testing to 
contribute to the productivity and success of the laboratory.

EXPERIENCE

Full Time Medical Technologist
ABC Corporation - DECEMBER 1992 – JUNE 2016

 Conduct chemical analysis of body fluids, including blood, urine, or 
spinal fluid, to determine presence of normal or abnormal 
components.

 Analyze laboratory findings to check the accuracy of the results.
 Operate, calibrate, or maintain equipment used in quantitative or 

qualitative analysis, such as spectrophotometers, calorimeters, flame 
photometers, or computer-controlled analyzers.

 Establish or monitor quality assurance programs or activities to 
ensure the accuracy of laboratory results.

 Enter data from analysis of medical tests or clinical results into 
computer for storage.

 Supervise, train, or direct lab assistants, medical and clinical 
laboratory technicians or technologists, or other medical laboratory 
workers engaged in laboratory testing.

 Develop, standardize, evaluate, or modify procedures, techniques, or 
tests used in the analysis of specimens or in medical laboratory 
experiments.

Medical Technologist 
ABC Corporation - 1991 – 1992

 75246 1-800-422-9567 PRN Fill in/ On call tech as needed.
 Float different locations Conduct chemical analysis of body fluids, 

such as blood or urine, using microscope or automatic analyzer to 
detect abnormalities or diseases and enter findings into computer.

 Analyze the results of tests or experiments to ensure conformity to 
specifications, using special mechanical or electrical devices.

 Set up, maintain, calibrate, clean, and test sterility of medical 
laboratory equipment.

 Prepare standard volumetric solutions or reagents to be combined 
with samples, following standardized formulas or experimental 
procedures.

 Collect blood or tissue samples from patients, observing principles of 
asepsis to obtain blood sample.

 Semi Fluent Spanish, Customer and Personal Service, Computers and 
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Electronics, Active Learning, and Quality Control Analysis.

EDUCATION

 - 1983(Hawkeye Institute of Technology - Waterloo, IA)

SKILLS

DISASTER MANAGEMENT,FIRST AID ,CPR CERTIFIED.
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